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1802-1895 pleased Tlie Times and tho Star and indeed everybody, may rank with
Age 39-42 the achievements of Hannibal in croaaing the Alps or of Orpheus charming
his miscellaneous congregation.  No one rejoices more sincerely than
Yours,
R,i
This wave hardly surmounted, another loomed ahead, of aspect
more menacing.   Were fourteen Irish dynamiters, imprisoned since
the early 'eighties, to bo released or at least to have their sentences
commuted ?   Tho Parnellite rump of the Irish party—a small bodyr?
but one which the present Government could not estrange without
some risk to its political existence—said " Yes " ; and in January
1893, Mr* J, Redmond, their leader, moved an Amendment to the
Address in this sense,   A weak Minister might well have snatched
at this occasion for the exercise of a facile politic leniency, and
shrunk from tho immediate penalties of a long-sighted firmness.
But there was a vein of iron in the Homo Secretary's composition;
convinced of the rightness and oven the inevitability of his decision,
he refused to make the smallest concession to the Irish demand.
The speech (his first as a Minister) in which he vindicated this
uncompromising decision was one of pulverising force*   He dealt
with each of the fourteen cases in a way which left tho Redmondites,
in the sphere of fact, hopelessly gravelled* while in the sphere of
general principle he surprised them by a direct assault on the
mainstay of their plea—the contention* namely, that the State
should be more lenient to ** political" than to " non-political"
offenders,   On this point Asquith proposed an " acid " test*   The
Phoenix Park murderers were " political " offenders.   Ought they
on this account to have been spared the death penalty ?   Asquith
himself, who in all his life never said a good word for his speeches
(in his diary, while he kept one, their occurrence is marked by the
monosyllable '* spoke "), was disarmed by his own persuasiveness on
this occasion to the point of tolerance, and described his speech in a
letter as one " to which I can fairly say no answer was possible/'
The first of these administrative tangles had threatened to
embroil Asquith and the Government with the London Radicals,
the second with the ParnelHtes, The third was to embroil him in
good earnest with " Labour/' and to call down on his head for yearn
after unmerited obloquy from that quarter, The event which pra-
dnoed this untoward result is perhaps now remembered mainly fef'V
a classic formulation (by the Bowen Commission) of the legal1
* Jxwd Boaebery fciaoself was to charm an equally *' miscellaneous

